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Ruling out Lucky Proofs
Abstract: According to Leibniz’s theory for contingent truths about created indi-
viduals, this kind of truth cannot be proved in a finite number of steps, because the 
analyses of the concepts corresponding to these individuals required for the proofs 
proceed to infinity. Some commentators pointed out that such truths can luckily be 
in a finite number of steps. But if they can, Leibniz cannot identify them as contin-
gent ones because, for Leibniz, those truths that can be proved in a finite number 
of steps are necessary ones. This is the Problem of Lucky Proof. Recently, in this 
journal, Gonzalo Rodriguez-Pereyra and Paul Lodge argued for their new solution 
to that problem. First, I argue that their solution does not succeed in saving Leib-
niz from the problem. Secondly, I observe that Leibniz defined a proof a priori of 
a contingent truth as one from the reason(s) of such a truth, and suggest a shift 
of the focus of our discussions to this way of proving contingents truths. Thirdly, 
I propose my solution to the Problem of Lucky Proof relying on that observation.
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1 Introduction

How can it be pointed out that contingent truths can be proved in a finite number 
of steps? For launching into their discussions about the Problem of Lucky Proof, 
Gonzalo Rodriguez-Pereyra and Paul Lodge – hereafter ‘RP&L’ – quote the follow-
ing passage in which Robert Adams pointed out that problem:

Even if infinitely many properties and events are contained in the complete concept of Peter, 
at least one of them will be proved in the first step of any analysis. Why couldn’t it be Peter’s 
denial? Why couldn’t we begin to analyse Peter’s concept by saying, ‘Peter is a denier of 
Christ and […]’? Presumably such a Lucky Proof must be ruled out by some sort of restric-
tion on what counts as a step in an analysis of an individual concept, but so far as I know, 
Leibniz does not explain how this is to be done.¹

1 Adams 1994, 34 (in RP&L 2011, 223). Maher 1980 also points out that “it would seem that any 
given predicate which is in the subject must emerge after finitely many steps of analysis […]”, 239.
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Adams, here, does not tell us the details of the procedure of an analysis of an 
individual concept. Here is my speculation on how the analysis proceeds. We are 
given a series of infinitely many concepts corresponding to the properties and the 
events that were attributed to or occurred to Peter, say. The analyser searches for 
the concept she wants to prove about Peter by tracing this series term by term. 
If the concept corresponding to Peter’s denial is the first term of this series, it is 
obvious that the analyser can prove in a finite number of steps that Peter denies 
Christ, and there seems to be no rationale why that concept must not be the first 
one. This is the Problem of Lucky Proof Adams pointed out in the passage above. 
Furthermore, even if there is such a rationale, the analyser can still prove in a 
finite number of steps that Peter denies Christ, because the concept must be 
somewhere in this series if the concept is true of Peter. This is the Problem of 
Guaranteed Proof RP&L pointed out.² This picture about how the analysis pro-
ceeds might raise a fundamental question about how in the first place we can be 
given such a series as analysandum. This is a fairly reasonable question, but here 
we seem to be left in a tricky situation. For, if we are informed of how to construct 
a series of concepts true of an individual, it seems that we are also informed of 
how to find whether some predicate concept is true or false of the individual: the 
latter information would seem to enable us to prove the truth of the proposition 
involving that predicate concept in a finite number of steps! Then, it might seem 
that we have to refrain from answering the question how a series can be given 
in order to save Leibniz from the Problem of Lucky Proof. But if we do have to, 
we, without any clear picture of how to construct analysanda, are forced to be 
hopelessly floundering at discovering how to analyse individual concepts. But for 
the moment I will continue to rely on this picture because RP&L’s solution to the 
two problems just pointed out does not rely on a specific and detailed picture of 
analyses of individual concepts.

RP&L agree that it is required to analyse the individual concept of Peter some-
how or other in order to prove that Peter denies Christ, and that by this analysis, 
we can analyse out the concept corresponding to Peter’s denial in a finite num-
ber of steps just as Adams points out. But they object to the idea that this is all 
required for the proof of Peter’s denial. And they try to argue that in order to do 
what is further required for that proof, we must proceed in infinitum in the proof. 
In order to support that objection, they tried to argue that it is also required to 
prove the coherence or the possibility of the relevant individual concept to prove 
contingent truths concerning a created individual. Here are the reasons they give 
for this requirement:

2 RP&L 2011, 223.
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For Leibniz, all propositions are either essential or existential. True essential propositions 
assert the possibility of a certain subject. But a subject whose concept is contradictory is 
not possible. So there are no true essential propositions composed of incoherent concepts. 
True existential propositions assert the existence of a subject. But a subject whose concept 
is contradictory does not exist since, otherwise, a subject whose concept is contradictory 
would be possible (since what exists is possible). So there are no true existential proposi-
tions composed of incoherent concepts.³

If it is also required to prove the coherence of the individual concept of Peter to 
prove that Peter denies Christ, the proof must obviously have an infinite number 
of steps. For the proof of the coherence “requires the full decomposition of the 
infinite concept ‘Peter’”.⁴

It is obvious that both in the case of essential propositions and of existential 
ones, there are no true propositions with incoherent subject concepts given what 
each type of proposition asserts. I agree with RP&L on this point. That is, I agree 
that if a proposition concerning a created individual has an incoherent subject 
concept, then that proposition cannot be true. But I cannot agree that it follows 
from this that we are required to prove the coherence of that subject concept for 
showing the proposition to be true. That is because there are no propositions with 
incoherent individual concepts as its subject concepts, for all such concepts are 
coherent. The antecedent of the conditional that I have just accepted cannot be 
true. Therefore, we do not have to examine whether a proposition has a coherent 
subject concept. This can be seen from the following argument in a finite number 
of steps:

(i) Every individual concept corresponding to a created individual implies all 
and only the true predicates satisfied by the individual.

(ii) If every individual concept corresponding to a created individual implies 
all and only the true predicates satisfied by the individual, every individual con-
cept is coherent.

Therefore, (iii) every individual concept is coherent. [from (i) and (ii)].
The premise (i) expresses Leibniz’s conception of individual complete con-

cepts. First, for Leibniz, any individual concept is complete in the sense that we 
can derive from the concept all that can be truly attributed to the individual cor-
responding to the concept.⁵ Secondly, according to the Predicate-in-Subject Prin-
ciple Leibniz embraces that a proposition about an individual is true if and only 
if the individual concept for the individual involves a predicate concept of the 

3 RP&L 2011, 233.
4 RP&L 2011, 222 (emphasis added).
5 See A II, 2, 49, 57.
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proposition. Thus, we cannot derive from the individual concept what is falsely 
attributed to the individual.

I might be able to give an account of the premise (ii) in the following way. The 
individual concept of Caesar, say, implies both of the two predicates crossed the 
Rubicon 49 BC and was assassinated 44 BC. Then, that individual concept implies 
the conjunction of these two predicates. Given Leibniz’s conception of individual 
complete concepts, this means that that conjunction is also true of Caesar. Simi-
lar things can be said of any two predicates that are true of Caesar. Then, what 
does it mean for the individual concept of Caesar to imply some contradictions? 
In some cases, it means that there is at least one conjunction composed of two 
contrary predicates that are implied by the individual concept.⁶ But because any 
conjunction that is implied by the individual concept is true, as has just been 
seen, it follows that if the individual concept is not consistent, there is some con-
tradiction that is true. That is impossible. Therefore, given Leibniz’s conception of 
individual complete concepts, they cannot be thought to be inconsistent.

Here, RP&L might retort that an individual complete concept cannot be 
inconsistent as I have said indeed, but that a proposition can have an inconsist-
ent subject: there still remains a requirement for checking whether a proposition 
really has an individual concept as its subject concept. And to check whether this 
is the case, we are required to know whether the subject concept is coherent, and 
that in turn requires a full decomposition of an infinite concept. This retort does 
not work, however. For, if it is an open question whether the subject concept is 
really an individual concept as Leibniz conceives it, it is not the case that we are 
required to decompose an infinite concept, because what Leibniz explicitly claims 
to be infinitely complex is nothing but an individual complete concept. If what we 
are decomposing is not an individual concept, we might finish the decomposition 
in a finite number of steps. Therefore, RP&L, in arguing that the relevant decom-
position requires an infinite number of steps, are presupposing that that concept 
is an individual complete concept. And if they are presupposing that, they cannot 
rely on the possibility that the concept might be inconsistent. And if they cannot, 
what they believe is required for proving contingent truths is not required at all. If 
we are to prove the contingent truth of some proposition whose subject concept is 
an individual concept, we are not required to prove the consistency of that subject 
concept. This is the first reason why I believe that RP&L’s solution does not save 
Leibniz from the Problem of Lucky Proof.

6 Other cases where it means that the individual concept implies a contradiction not composed of 
two contrary predicates such as the Liar Sentence “This sentence is false” can be obviously han-
dled in the same way as the case given in the text, for a contradiction, in any event, cannot be true.
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The second reason is that it seems to me that RP&L fail to support their solu-
tion by textual evidence: what their solution ascribes to Leibniz is not really his 
idea. In this sense, they are not saving Leibniz from the problem. Here is a passage 
from the General Inquiries about the Analysis of Concepts and Truths by which 
RP&L try to support their solution:

For example, ‘Alexander the Great’ and ‘the king of Macedonia who conquered Darius’, and 
again ‘triangle’ and ‘trilateral’ can be substituted for each other. That these coincide can 
always be shown by an analysis: namely they are analysed until it appears a priori that 
they are possible, and if the same terms appear formally, then different terms are the same.⁷

According to RP&L this text suggests that the solution to the Problem of Lucky 
Proof “would have been that there cannot be such things [lucky proofs] since 
<…> the consistency of the analysandum will not have yet been established.”⁸ 
But they are wrong in that interpretation. For, this text does not suggest that the 
consistency of the analysandum cannot be established or proved in a finite num-
ber of steps, because the text has no suggestion for the infinity of an analysis of a 
concept RP&L want to read from it. Rather, it is more natural to read an analysis 
this text is concerned with as having a finite number of steps given the fact that 
Leibniz refers to ‘triangle’ and ‘trilateral’ as samples of terms, for the proposition 
‘Everything triangular is trilateral’ is a necessary truth that he believes can be 
proved in a finite number of steps.

Obviously enough, the proposition ‘Alexander the Great is the king of Macedo-
nia who conquered Darius’ is contingently true for Leibniz. Someone might infer 
from this that this text suggests that Leibniz was conscious that the Problem of 
Lucky Proof might arise from his account of proofs of contingent truths! I will not 
draw this inference but in the next section I will pursue another possibility that 
Leibniz might believe that it is one thing to show that two terms coincide by an 
analysis of them and another to prove contingent truths concerning these terms.⁹

7 A VI, 4, 746.
8 RP&L 2011, 227.
9 In RP&L’s reading, we need a full decomposition of a definition or a concept to know that it 
expresses something possible. But we do not need to read in such a way. Here is another reading. 
Let me rely on the picture of an analysis of a concept I mentioned at the outset of this paper. To 
know that the concept ‘Alexander the Great’ and the concept ‘the king of Macedonia who con-
quered Darius’ coincide, we have only to trace the series of the concepts implied by the former 
concept one by one. Obviously, we can discover the latter in a finite number of steps. Then we 
know that the conjunctive concept Alexander the Great and the king of Macedonia who conquered 
Darius is consistent or possible, for nothing is inconsistent with what it implies. A partial decom-
position will do the work.
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Here is another text RP&L refer to for support of their solution to the prob-
lems:

In general, we must recognize, as I have long since pointed out, that nothing can be safely 
inferred about a definite thing out of any given definition, as long as the definition is not 
known to express something possible. For if it should happen to imply some hidden contra-
diction, it would be possible for something absurd to be deduced from it.¹⁰

This text appears in the context where Leibniz criticizes Descartes’ ontological 
proof on the grounds that Descartes, in that proof, does not go so far as showing 
the consistency of the concept of God: he did not let us know that the defini-
tion of God expresses “something possible.” RP&L, probably relying on the fact 
that Leibniz here says “in general,” interpret this passage as implying that in the 
case of contingent truths about created individuals too, we are required to know 
that the relevant individual concepts express something possible to prove con-
tingent truths: we are required to prove the consistency of individual concepts. 
I have already rejected this requirement, but there seems to be another problem 
for RP&L’s attempts to base their solution on this text. As is well known, Leibniz 
believes that the possibility of the concept of God can be shown in a finite number 
of steps despite the fact that that concept is infinitely complex,¹¹ and he attempts 
to show this possibility in several passages with finite sizes.¹² Therefore, the point 
that can be generalised is very unlikely to be that proofs of the possibilities of 
individual concepts cannot be done in a finite number of steps. The text is not 
suggestive of the infinity RP&L want to read into it.

RP&L do not succeed in saving Leibniz from the Problem of Lucky Proof nor 
the Problem of Guaranteed Proof. First, they are wrong in imposing the require-
ment to prove the consistency of an individual concept to those who are going to 
prove a contingent truth about the individual corresponding to that individual 
concept, and if they are wrong in that, they cannot point out required but impos-
sible tasks for proving contingent truths. Secondly, their alleged textual support 
is not sufficiently appropriate to justify them to derive their interpretations from 
it. I reject their solution for these two reasons.

10 GP IV, 359.
11 A VI, 3, 572. And Leibniz is explicit about the infinite complexity of the concept of God. “The 
attributes of God are infinite” (A VI, 3, 514.) for him.
12 A VI, 3, 572;577  f.
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2  Leibniz’s Definition of a Proof A Priori of a 
 Contingent Truth

As can clearly be seen, RP&L’s solution to the two problems focuses on individual 
concepts. This focusing is not without reasons. First, it can be motivated theo-
retically. Because here we are concerned with contingent truths about created 
individuals, and because Leibniz’s theory of truth holds that a proposition is true 
if and only if the subject concept of the proposition implies its predicate concept, 
it is rather natural to suppose that what Leibniz believes to be a proof of a contin-
gent about a created individual is one from an individual concept corresponding 
to that individual. Secondly, this focusing is motivated by textual evidence. Here 
is another passage from the General Inquiries:

All the existential propositions are true ones, but not necessary ones. For, they cannot be 
proved without using the infinite number of propositions or a resolution into the infinite 
number of fact. That is to say, these propositions cannot be proved if not from a complete 
individual concept, which contains the infinite number of existing things.¹³

Here Leibniz makes it explicit that a proof of a contingent truth about an indi-
vidual is from a complete individual concept. And from that he derives that such 
a proof cannot be completed in a finite number of steps.

Nonetheless, it seems to me that this focus is unlikely to solve the Problem 
of Lucky Proof or the Problem of Guaranteed Proof. We have just seen one case 
in which it does not succeed in doing so: we saw that RP&L’s attempt to solve the 
problems relying on such a focus did not save Leibniz from the problems. And 
more importantly, it is very unclear how a resolution or an analysis of an indi-
vidual concept can be done. Let me note that unless the content of a complete 
individual concept has already been determined, it would make little sense to 
speak of the analysis of the concept. Thus, if one is to solve the two problems rely-
ing on such a focus as RP&L’s, one must make clear how to determine the content 
of a complete individual concept. But I doubt that that can be made clear, for such 
focusing seems to presuppose that the content of a complete individual concept 
can be determined in some way, but it seems not to exactly specify what this is. 
And if that cannot be made clear, it is not clear what it is to do to prove a contin-
gent truth about a created individual by a resolution or an analysis of individual 
concepts. If these negative observations are correct, we seem to be left with the 
problem how and why the Problem of Lucky Proof and the Problem of Guaranteed 

13 A VI, 4, 763.
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Proof can arise for Leibniz’s theory of contingent truths and their proof, which 
is a serious defect. Thirdly, Leibniz’s theory of a complete individual concept is 
primarily intended to give an account of Leibniz’s conception of truth, not of its 
proof. For these reasons, I refrain from relying on the idea that we can solve the 
two problems by focusing on the notion of an individual concept. This focusing is 
not without reason as we have just seen, but at least philosophically speaking, it 
is insufficient and incomplete. Then, we need other foci than individual concepts.

Here, Adams’s observation might be helpful for discovering another focus 
within Leibniz’s system:

Proofs a priori and a posteriori, in the original sense of those terms, are proofs from the 
cause and from the effects, respectively, of the fact to be proved. This sense of the terms is 
still found in the Port Royal Logic […]

There are many indications in Leibniz’s writings that he understood ‘a priori’ in the 
older sense that I have indicated.¹⁴

Adams mentions one indication and I quote it more fully:

There are two kinds of a proof of a truth. The one is a proof a priori from a mere explication, 
which is called Apodixis. The other is a proof a posteriori from the perception accompany-
ing [the truth].¹⁵

This text is explicit in that Leibniz sometimes understands the term ‘a priori’ “in 
the older sense,” but is not clear about whether he believes that there can be a 
proof a priori of a contingent truth. The following one is much clearer about that:

But in contingent truths, even though its predicate is in its subject, it cannot be proved that 
the predicate is in the subject, nor can a proposition be reduced to an equality or an identity 
but the resolution proceed to infinity […]

However, there remain two other ways of knowing contingent truths that we have not 
yet discussed: the one is via experiences, the other is via reasons. The way via experiences 
is the one used when we perceive a thing by the senses sufficiently distinctly. On the other 
hand, the way via reasons is the one from the general principle itself that nothing is without 
reason or that the predicate is in the subject always for some reason.¹⁶

And the most decisive textual evidence for Leibniz having an idea of a proof a 
priori of a contingent truth is a passage from his Discourse on Metaphysics:

14 Adams 1994, 109.
15 A VI, 4, 864. I added what is in the square bracket.
16 A VI, 4, 1656 (emphasis added). Here, it would seem that Leibniz is confusing causes with 
reasons. But this is not so much problematic. See for this confusion, Mates 1980: 158–160. Mates 
gives an account of how that confusion can be explained, if not justified.
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[…] all contingent propositions have reasons for being one way rather than another, or 
(what amounts to the same thing) such propositions have proofs a priori of their truth […]¹⁷

There are two things to be noted about these texts. First, these text suggest that 
a way via reasons of knowing contingent truths or a proof a priori (in the older 
sense) of them is supposed to be other than the way of a resolution (or an analy-
sis) or a resolution of an individual concept. For, Leibniz here refers to the way via 
reasons as the one “that we have not yet discussed” after he discusses the idea of 
a resolution. Secondly, proofs a priori of contingent truths are supposed to work 
only if the Principle of Sufficient Reason holds. This supposition is very natural. 
For, if a contingent truth were without reason, it would make no sense to speak 
of a proof via reason of the truth. And the second text supports the supposition 
more directly, because Leibniz, in the text, identifies a contingent proposition’s 
having a (sufficient) reason with its having a proof a priori. If Leibniz’s theory of 
contingency were not based on the Principle of Sufficient Reason, the very idea of 
a proof a priori of a contingent truth could not be sustained. Nonetheless, it still 
remains unclear how we can prove a contingent truth via its reasons, as we do not 
believe that we can derive the truth of a proposition from the fact that there are 
reasons why the proposition is true. Not all the propositions that we have reasons 
to believe are true. In any case though, this passage seems to give us a clue for a 
new focus of our discussions: the discussions about how the two problems can 
be solved within Leibniz’s system had better be newly focused on the Principle of 
Sufficient Reason.

Next let me address the problem of the unclearness just pointed out. Accord-
ing to the Principle of Sufficient Reason, the following is true:

PR: If a proposition x is true, there is (are) some reason(s) R that is (are) a suffi-
cient reason (reasons) why x is true.

We should couple the following definition of a sufficient reason with PR:

DSR: A reason R is a sufficient reason why x is true if and only if the conditional 
that if R obtains, then x is true, is true.¹⁸

17 A VI, 4, 1549.
18 Here is how Leibniz defines the notion of a sufficient reason: “A sufficient reason is that 
which is such that if it is posited, the thing is.” (A VI, 2, 483.) In another passage in which Leibniz 
discusses the problems of contingency, he urges us to accept “the opposite principle” to PR that 
that which has the more reason always happens. (A VI, 4, 1651.) This seems in accordance with 
this definition if we read that principle as meaning that that which has the more reason always 
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We should note here exactly what Leibniz means by PR. More specifically, we 
should note what it means to say that there is a reason of a contingent truth for 
Leibniz. It does not mean that we can conceive a reason of that truth about which 
it is open whether that reason in fact obtains. Rather, it means that some reason in 
fact obtains. In other words, for Leibniz, there is a reason of a contingent truth if 
and only if a proposition that expresses the reason is true. If Leibniz accepts that 
some sufficient reason of a contingent truth might be conceivable and at least 
explanatorily sufficient for the truth but might not in fact obtain, it seems that 
too many contingent propositions turn out to be true. Suppose that someone sus-
pects that I am a Martian on the ground that it is conceivable that I am a Martian 
and researcher on Leibniz. If I am a researcher on Leibniz from Mars, then obvi-
ously I am a Martian. Then, what this someone conceives could be a sufficient 
reason for her/his suspicion. But, it is fairly implausible to infer only from this 
that I am a Martian. Given that point about the existence of a reason and DSR, we 
could rewrite PR into the following:

PR+: If a proposition y is true, a proposition x expressing the reason why y is true 
such that y is true if x is true, is true.

DSR gives us a clue how a contingent truth can be proved a priori. Suppose that 
we want to prove a priori that Peter denies Christ. And suppose that the sufficient 
reason why Peter denies Christ is that Peter believes Christ to be an atheist. Then, 
Leibniz, relying on DSR, would say that we know that if Peter believes Christ to 
be an atheist, then Peter denies Christ. Having this piece of knowledge is a pre-
paratory step for proving that Peter denies Christ, because if we know further that 
Peter believes Christ to be an atheist, we can know and prove that Peter denies 
Christ from that piece of knowledge. Then, how do we know that Peter believes 
Christ to be an atheist? Again, we have to discover a sufficient reason why Peter 
believes so. Suppose that the sufficient reason for that belief is that Peter believes 
Christ to believe in the inconsistency of the concept of God. Then, if relying on 
DSR again, we know that if Peter believes Christ to believe in the inconsistency 
of the concept of God, then Peter believes Christ to be an atheist. Again, having 
this piece of knowledge is a preparatory step for proving that Peter believes Christ 
to be an atheist, because if we know further that Peter believes Christ to believe 
in the inconsistency of the concept of God, we can know and prove that Peter 
believes Christ to be an atheist.

happens if that reason is posited. This suggests that this definition of a sufficient reason is well 
entrenched in Leibniz’s system.
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Then, how is it possible to prove a contingent truth a priori? The observation 
above might suggest the following interpretation. We prove a contingent truth 
by finding a sufficient reason of the truth because if we know the reason, we can 
know what has to be known further in order to know the truth. In other words, 
then we can know what has to be derived further in order to derive the truth. 
Then, how can what has to be derived be derived? It can be derived from another 
sufficient reason of what has to be derived. Similar ways to this of knowing a 
contingent truth might be familiar to detectives. Detectives try to find a person’s 
motives for committing a crime to fix their belief that the person is suspect. They 
might try to find out some conditional to the effect that if the person had such and 
such motives for committing a crime, then the person is suspected to have done 
so. If they find such a conditional, next they might try to confirm with evidence 
that the person had in fact such motives. I hope that I have shown that my focus 
on the concept of proofs a priori for Leibniz and on his conception of sufficient 
reasons is more helpful for discovering how Leibniz believes one can prove con-
tingent truths (if one can!) than the focus on individual concepts.

3 A Proposal to Solve the Problem of Lucky Proof

How can the Problem of Lucky Proof and the Problem of Guaranteed Proof be 
solved given what I have said about how contingent truths can be proved a priori? 
We have no textual evidence that Leibniz tried to solve the problems, or even 
noticed them. Thus, the problems cannot be seen to be solved by showing how 
Leibniz solved them. Instead, I propose my solution to the problems by trying to 
defend Leibniz from the problems, for it is still true that they will undermine Leib-
niz’s theory of contingency if they are not evaded in plausible ways. That is, I will 
try to show why a proof a priori of a contingent truth must be infinite in a different 
way from the way in which such a proof is interpreted to be so by RP&L. For sol-
ving the Problem of Lucky Proof in this sense, it may be helpful to revisit PR. The 
idea of proofs a priori of contingent truths, to repeat, would not work without PR 
if that idea is supposed to apply to any contingent truth: if there were a contingent 
truth without any reason for it, that truth could not be proved a priori. For, that 
truth must have reasons from which it is derived if it is to be proved a priori in the 
older and original sense. By contrast though, PR might seem to leave us with a 
problem. PR says that any truth has its sufficient reasons. Then the reason from 
which a contingent truth is expected to be derived has its reasons if the proposi-
tion expressing the first reason is true. It follows from this that we also might be 
able to prove a priori the reason itself. (This is what we supposed we are able to do 
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in the case of Peter and Christ.) As is clear from this observation, it is possible for 
a proof a priori of any contingent truth to proceed to infinity. If so, how or where 
can we stop such a proof? Because we usually mean by a proof some kind of pro-
cedure that we can stop, this is a reasonable question.

Leibniz has two answers at hand. The first is that we can stop where we find 
some piece of empirical evidence for the reason we reach at the last step in the 
process of finding sufficient reasons for reasons.¹⁹ In other words, we can stop 
such a proof if we know that a proposition expressing some sufficient reason 
is true by knowing directly from experience that the reason obtains in fact, not 
by indirectly deriving that from another reason. This is the first way of knowing 
contingent truths Leibniz discusses in the passage I last quoted. Let us illustrate 
this point by going back to the example of Peter and Christ. In the previous dis-
cussion, we have already reached the step in which we have known that if Peter 
believes Christ to believe in the inconsistency of the concept of God, then Peter 
believes Christ to be an atheist. Then suppose that someone hears Peter saying 
honestly in the face of her/him that he believes Christ to believe in the inconsist-
ency of the concept of God. She/he then knows that the sufficient reason why 
Peter believes Christ to be an atheist is true from her/his experience directly. Rely-
ing on DSR, she/he can prove and know that Peter believes Christ to be an atheist. 
Then, relying on DSR again, she/he can prove and know that Peter denies Christ, 
for it is supposed that it is the sufficient reason why Peter denies Christ that Peter 
believes Christ to be an atheist. As can be easily seen, this first way of knowing 
and proving a contingent truth is not thoroughly a priori: that way can be said to 
be a priori insofar as that way is from reasons of the truth to be known on the one 
hand, whereas on the other hand, the way partly also depends on experience 
that directly shows the reasons to be true but does not itself enable us to derive 
them from their reasons in turn. Then, what is it like to prove a contingent truth 
thoroughly a priori without relying on any experience? In other words, how else 
can we stop a proof a priori of a contingent truth than by discovering some piece 
of empirical evidence for reasons of the truth to be proved? Here, it may be helpful 
to see the second answer Leibniz delivers.

The second answer Leibniz has at his disposal and explicitly highlights is 
also interesting for our discussions on the Problem of Lucky Proof: the answer 
is that we can never reach the end of the journey of finding sufficient reasons for 
reasons. Leibniz says in the passage estimated to have been written in the same 
year (1689) as the one I last quoted:

19 See again the second paragraph of the passage I quoted in the second section (A VI, 4, 1656).
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Since we cannot know a true formal reason for existence in any particular case because the 
reason involves a progression to infinity, it is therefore enough for us to know a contingent 
truth a posteriori, that is by experience […]²⁰

“A true formal reason for existence” could be read as one for a contingent truth 
given the context. Furthermore, Leibniz, elsewhere but probably in the same 
year, characterises a contingent truth as one “that involves an infinite number 
of reasons.”²¹ Then, this passage can be naturally read as one where Leibniz is 
arguing from that characterisation for the impossibility of knowing a true for-
mal reason of a contingent truth. And this impossibility is understandable in two 
senses. First, we cannot always find some piece of empirical evidence for suf-
ficient reasons. For example, I cannot hear Peter saying anything in person. Nor 
might I be able to find any historical evidence about Peter. And if we cannot and 
nonetheless are not restrained from proving contingent truths by that, we have 
to rely on a proof a priori of sufficient reasons. And because there seems to be 
no guarantee of finding a piece of empirical evidence for some sufficient reason 
somewhere in the journey by chance, we can never reach the end of it in the sense 
that it is possible that we might not see the end of the proof.

Secondly, we might be able to argue for the infinity of the number of reasons 
for a contingent truth (‘q’,‘p1’,‘p2’ … for propositions):

(iv) If q is contingently true, p1 expressing the reason why q is true such that 
q is true if p1 is true, is true. [from PR+]

(v) If p1 expressing the reason why q is true such that q is true if p1 is true, is 
true, p2 expressing the reason why p1 is true such that p1 is true if p2 is true, is true. 
[from PR+]

(vi) If p2 expressing the reason why p1 is true such that p1 is true if p2 is true, 
is true, p3 expressing the reason why p2 is true such that p2 is true if p3 is true, is 
true. [from PR+]

20 A VI, 4, 1651 (emphasis added). The term ‘a posteriori’, here, seems to be used in the more 
Kantian sense, but it could be said that at least in Leibniz’s mind, knowing a contingent truth 
from experience is a way of knowing it from one of its effects. For, if, say, someone hears Peter 
reporting his beliefs and knows them by this hearing, this knowledge about Peter’s beliefs could 
be seen to have been gained from their effects. In this sense, Leibniz here is true to “the original 
sense” of the term to some extent. But if someone complains that Leibniz here is using the term 
very narrowly given the original sense, I will not resist this: it is true that a truth is not always 
known through its effects in our experience.
21 A VI, 4, 1660.
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Although mathematically incomplete, the fact that these conditionals are derived 
from PR is clear enough to suggest that a contingent truth has an infinite num-
ber of reasons. For, we can infer from (iv) and (v) that if q is contingently true, 
p2 expressing the reason why p1 is true such that p1 is true if p2 is true, is true. 
From this and (vi) can we derive that if q is contingently true, p3 expressing the 
reason why p2 is true such that p2 is true if p3 is true, is true. Then, if we rely on 
the transitivity for reasons (that is, the principle that if y is a reason for z and x is 
a reason for y, x is a reason for z) here, it follows that if q is contingently true, p2 
is also a reason of q and that if q is contingently true, p3 is also a reason of q. From 
this we can expect that if pk is a reason why q is true, pk+1 is a reason why q is true 
for any k.²² Someone might counter this argument by saying that if a contingent 
truth or its reason has identity (x = x) as the reason for it, it would not be reason-
able to characterise a contingent truth as one that involves an infinite number 
of reasons, because identity is one of the basic truths (veritates originariae) “for 
which we cannot give a reason.”²³ But it is not very plausible nor well motivated 
to suppose that a contingent truth has identity as its ultimate reason. Why does 
Peter deny Christ? The answer to that question that it is because Peter is Peter 
would not be helpful for knowing the reasons for Peter’s denial.

Probably, it is now in order to propose my solution to the Problem of Lucky 
Proof. It is impossible for us to prove (thoroughly) a priori a contingent truth in a 
finite number of steps. Because in order to prove it a priori in a finite number of 

22 Then, if we are to be mathematically more correct, we can rely on induction: we rely on the 
basis according to which if q is contingently true, p1 is a reason why q is true, which is what (iv) 
says, and on the inductive step according to which if pk is a reason why q is true, pk+1 is a reason 
why q is true. By induction we can infer from these that if q is contingently true, pn is a reason why 
q is true for any natural number n. Here, I suppose that any pk is different from both pl (l ≠ k) and 
q. This is because I believe that Leibniz would not accept the possibility that one might find in 
the series of sufficient reasons some reason that has been already found in it. For, if he accepted 
that possibility and the transitivity for reasons, he would have to accept that some reason of a 
contingent truth has itself as its reason, which seems to contradict Leibniz’s idea that contingent 
truths are derivative truths. See for derivative truths, A VI, 4, 1655. For the idea of a series of suf-
ficient reasons, see also footnote 25.
23 A VI, 4, 1655. RP&L accept the consequence of their solution to the two problems that such a 
truth as ‘Caesar is Caesar’ is rendered contingently true. (RP&L 2011: 235) This is at odds with the 
fact that Leibniz believes identity to be one of the basic truths with no reason for them and he 
believes that every contingent truth has its reasons. This would be another weak spot with their 
solution. Hawthorne and Cover have already found a difficulty in this consequence (Hawthorne 
and Cover 2000, 155f). The difficulty they found is that rendering ‘Caesar is Caesar’ a contingent 
truth is rendering too much contingent. I add a further difficulty that this consequence conflicts 
with PR.
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steps, it is necessary for us to reach a final reason for it. But that is impossible. For 
simply there is no such final reason in the case of a contingent truth. Every reason 
for it has its own reasons. Contingent truths are such that “something always 
remains whose reason can be asked again.”²⁴ And if there is no final reason, we 
cannot reach the reason from which we can derive the relevant contingent truth: 
there is no proving the truth a priori in a finite number of steps.²⁵ Note that Leib-
niz accepts the possibility that we might know and prove a contingent truth in a 
finite number of steps in some case and in some way: when we have experience 
from which we can infer that a proposition expressing some reason for the truth 
is true, we can depend on a proof a posteriori of it. But obviously this does not 
mean that every contingent truth must be provable in a finite number of steps, for 
there cannot be any guarantee that we can certainly find some empirical evidence 
for sufficient reasons. Then, it is not guaranteed that we sooner or later will end 
our proofs in a finite number of steps, which is a different situation from the case 
of lucky proofs or guaranteed proofs. By contrast, a proof a priori of a contingent 
truth cannot be completed in a finite number of steps in whichever situation we 
may be about our empirical access to the truth. And this impossibility is unavoid-
able in Leibniz system with PR as one of the two great principles of that system.

It seems to be because it has remained very unclear how each contingent 
truth of an actual individual as a constituent of the individual concept corre-
sponding to the individual can be proved a priori that it appears that the Problem 
of Lucky Proof might arise for his theory of contingency. RP&L seem to skip the 

24 A VI, 4, 1660. This text seems to suggest that there is a series of reasons. But, someone might 
say, it is not suggested that there is one of sufficient reasons: Leibniz here does not explicitly 
speak about sufficient reasons of a contingent truth and thus we cannot rule out the alternative 
possibility that in a series of reasons there is only one sufficient reason at the very beginning. 
Here is my response to this. We have grounds for interpreting a ‘reason’ here in the text as a 
sufficient one. First, in the text quoted in the second section (A VI, 4, 1549) Leibniz explicitly 
claims that a contingent proposition has a proof a priori of its truth. Secondly, I there offered an 
interpretation that a proof a priori of a contingent proposition should be read as one from its suf-
ficient reason. Then, if there is a series having only one sufficient reason at its beginning, it is not 
clear from what the contingent propositions different from the one proved from that sufficient 
reason can be proved.
25 Rescher also relies on the idea of the infinite regress of reasons (Rescher 1967, 45) for showing 
how God can be free despite His moral perfection, but note that my solution to the Problem of 
Lucky Proof does not rely on any interpretation of Leibniz’s conception of God’s will or His moral 
perfection in the way his idea does: reasons are, in my solution, reasons for contingent truths 
themselves, not necessarily reasons why God wills them. For Rescher’s interpretation, see also 
Adams 1994, 41  f. Adams objects to ascribing to Leibniz the idea of God’s willing to will, which is 
needed to generate the infinite regress of reasons.
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problem how such a truth can be proved a priori: they are exclusively discussing 
the possibility of an individual concept each of whose constituents is supposed 
to have already been proved in some way they have not made clear. And once 
we pay due attention to a proof of each constituent, the alleged problem would 
seem to be dissolved rather than solved. For, although those who try to point out 
the problem believe that the content of an individual concept can be determined 
with no difficulty before the concept is analysed, that content, in my interpreta-
tion, cannot be determined because no predicate contained in the concept can be 
proved a priori in a finite number of steps. Where they see the problem, there is 
none; there is some difficulty where they do not see one.²⁶
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